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FCO_Ltjg_Alexander:
ACO: ETA to SB 5 minutes.

CMO_LT_G_Heinlein:
::In Sickbay , nursing hangover ::

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
FCO: thank you.

AENG_Ens_Nick:
::Checks in with CEO::

Admiral_Hardnails:
::finishing up sandwich::

OPS_Lt_Deb_Rief:
::on SS1 computer console going over molecular dispersions::

CAP_Tucker:
::awakens in a dingy room::

CTO_Moren:
:: logs into console and checks weapon and security systems::

FCO_Ltjg_Alexander:
ACO: Correction, ETA 5 hours.

CMO_LT_G_Heinlein:
::Takes a massive dose of Vitamin B 12 ::

OPS_Lt_Deb_Rief:
::checking last known coordinates of the CO::

Admiral_Hardnails:
::reading over notes on inspection::

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
FCO: Turn us around and send a message back to Starfleet saying the
Talarians have everything under control.

AENG_Ens_Nick:
::Runs normal diagnostics::

FCO_Ltjg_Alexander:
ACO: Aye Ma'am, opening channel to SB 245.

CMO_LT_G_Heinlein:
::Drags through morning Sick Call ::

CTO_Moren:
Landt: Weapons normal and no security problems are known.

OPS_Lt_Deb_Rief:
Computer: Scan the area of the Captains quarters and relay molecular
degradation chronologically.

FCO_Ltjg_Alexander:
::plots course back to Talarian section while opening channel to SB::

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
AH: We need to go find the Captain, Sir. Our rendezvous at the station
will have to wait until we find Captain Tucker.

Admiral_Hardnails:
::makes a face; looks at the sandwich that has suddenly made him ill::

CMO_LT_G_Heinlein:
::Starts slowly to feel better ::

Admiral_Hardnails:
::pushes it aside::

OPS_Lt_Deb_Rief:
<Computer>Reif: analyzing........

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
AH: Are you all right?

CAP_Tucker:
::as his pounding headache subsides, the room clears::

FCO_Ltjg_Alexander:
<SB>: We are returning to the Talarian sector due to our Captain being
missing. Will apprise you of further developments.
Geneva out.

Admiral_Hardnails:
::looks at the XO:: not really....how far did you say we were to the SB?

OPS_Lt_Deb_Rief:
<Computer> Reif: analysis ready............

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
AH: About 5 hours, but we have reversed course to go back to Talarian
space to look for our Captain.

OPS_Lt_Deb_Rief:
Computer: Do you have a visual of the time period??

AENG_Ens_Nick:
Computer: Runs a Level 4 diagnostics on Engineering Commands

Admiral_Hardnails:
XO: I think I'll take a walk to sick bay ......

Admiral_Hardnails:
::heads to TL::

AENG_Ens_Nick:
<computer>: Running

FCO_Ltjg_Alexander:
ACO: Ma'am, SB245 has responded and wants us to keep them updated on the
situation.

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
FCO: Very well, please do so as needed.

CMO_LT_G_Heinlein:
::Finishes routine visits from ship's personnel ::

FCO_Ltjg_Alexander:
ACO: Aye Ma'am ::grins at ACO::

AENG_Ens_Nick (Sound -
Diagnostics\@Complete,\@All\@systems\@functioning\@within'\@normal\@paramete
rs.wav):
<Computer>: Level 4 Engineering Commands

CAP_Tucker:
@ ::looks around to see the unconscious body of Ensign Lee.

OPS_Lt_Deb_Rief:
<Computer> Reif: negative....just molecular degradation and DNA analysis
of the Captain, downloading to your station.....now...

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
*CMO*: AH is coming in. He seemed to have a small stomach problem.

Admiral_Hardnails:
::heads to sickbay::

CMO_LT_G_Heinlein:
*ACO * Andrea < I'll be watching for him, thanks

CAP_Tucker:
@*COMM*: Geneva, this Captain Tucker, please respond. ::the Comm is
dead::

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
CTO: Have you found anything new about the disappearance of Captain
Tucker?

TAC_Rikerson:
::looks around for someone that is near::

FCO_Ltjg_Alexander:
*CMO*: Gene how is the head?

CAP_Tucker:
::checks over Lee, he appears to be OK, just suffering from the same
effects that Tucker had been::

CMO_LT_G_Heinlein:
*ACO * Andrea, Better thanks

OPS_Lt_Deb_Rief:
::looks at data and grimaces::

Admiral_Hardnails:
::enters sickbay::

CMO_LT_G_Heinlein:
::Watches AH Enter and approaches him ::

CAP_Tucker:
@::the room comes into full focus:: ::There is a shimmering force field
at the edge of the room::

OPS_Lt_Deb_Rief:
ACO: you better look at these readings

CMO_LT_G_Heinlein:
*TFCO * Better thanks

Admiral_Hardnails:
LT: you have something for an upset stomach?

TAC_Rikerson:
::wonders what is happening::

FCO_Ltjg_Alexander:
::turns to OPS to see what is going on::

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
*CSO&TAC*: Have you found anything new concerning our captain's
disappearance?

CMO_LT_G_Heinlein:
AH: Just in case maybe I should do a quick scan?

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
OPS: yes? What is it?

OPS_Lt_Deb_Rief:
::looks at data again::

CMO_LT_G_Heinlein:
::Runs tricorder over AH ::

Admiral_Hardnails:
::Looks at the Doc:: A scan for what??

OPS_Lt_Deb_Rief:
ACO: here is the timeline where the Captain left his ship.

CMO_LT_G_Heinlein:
AH: Have you had these flair-ups long?

CAP_Tucker:
@::looks around:: There doesn't appear to be anyone around, and the room
forms into a hallway after the force fields.

Admiral_Hardnails:
Doc: they come and go

OPS_Lt_Deb_Rief:
ACO: As you can see it was just at the time we were leaving the anomaly.

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
Rief: from when he left...or before he left?

TAC_Rikerson:
::Turbolift doors open and Ens. Rikerson enters::

CAP_Tucker:
@::alarms sound monotonously::

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
Reif: hmm...good work Rief.

CMO_LT_G_Heinlein:
AH: You have what in the old days was called an Ulcer, The fluid you
normally take just covers up the symptoms

OPS_Lt_Deb_Rief:
ACO: The molecular degradation points to these chromometric readings of
when he left.

Talarian_CO:
@::in the shadows:: Tucker: Federation officer..... You crossed into our
space... You were taken prisoner for crossing into our
space

Admiral_Hardnails:
::Raises eyebrow::: Well you got something for me or not?

CMO_LT_G_Heinlein:
AH: Would you not prefer to have it cured ?

OPS_Lt_Deb_Rief:
ACO: just as we were leaving the rift. It's hard to tell if he is
caught in time or........ Captured
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CAP_Tucker:
@Talarian: Sir, this abduction was an unnecessary provocation. We were
responding to a distress signal from one of your
vessels.

Admiral_Hardnails:
::looks around:: guess I just haven't made time for it.....

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
FCO: scan the area where we left the anomaly.

FCO_Ltjg_Alexander:
ACO: Ma'am, we are approaching Talarian sector.

CMO_LT_G_Heinlein:
::Hands AH a bottle of some liquid :: I take it this is what you are
used to using ?

Talarian_CO:
@Tucker: you entered OUR space....

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
FCO: are there any ships nearby?

Admiral_Hardnails:
Doc: yeah that would be it..

OPS_Lt_Deb_Rief:
::checks logs for exact time ::

Talarian_CO:
@Tucker: you should have told us.....

CAP_Tucker:
Talarian: That vessel would have been destroyed, we risked our ship and
lives, and your vessel is now safe.

FCO_Ltjg_Alexander:
ACO: No Ma'am, I am detecting none, but is there an anomalous sensor
reading I should be looking for?

OPS_Lt_Deb_Rief:
::sees Darren enter the bridge::

Talarian_CO:
@Tucker: We don't like surprises.......

CMO_LT_G_Heinlein:
AH: Try this instead three tablespoons a day until it doesn't hurt so
badly and a teaspoon a day after you think you are well ..it
should prevent a reoccurrence ::smiles::

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
FCO: Well...scan the area and report anything out of the ordinary.

Admiral_Hardnails:
Doc: ::looks at the medicine:: all right...thank you.....

FCO_Ltjg_Alexander:
ACO: Aye Ma'am.

CAP_Tucker:
@Talarian: I admit, there has been a misunderstanding, but neither of
our peoples want any hostilities between us, let me
contact my vessel, then we can sit down and discuss business. ::bows
humbly::

CSO_Ens_Darren:
::takes science station after long packing::

Admiral_Hardnails:
Doc: tell me...what do you make of the recent events?

TAC_Rikerson:
::goes to TAC station::

OPS_Lt_Deb_Rief:
Darren: here's your chair. I've isolated the time; the Captain left,
here on the molecular degradation scale, I think he's been
captured.

Talarian_CO:
@Tucker: I'll have to check with my superiors before you can contact
them.......::leaves room::

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
*CSO*: now that we are on the border of Talarian space, I need you to
team up with OPS and TAC and find out what happened to the captain...how he
got of the ship w/o anyone knowing.

CMO_LT_G_Heinlein:
AH: Admiral, If I were a guessing Man I would guess that someone
transported the CO off the ship while were busy with survival...my guess the
Talarians

FCO_Ltjg_Alexander:
ACO: I am detecting on sensors the anomaly again. Orders?

Admiral_Hardnails:
Doc: You don't appear to be a "guessing' man

OPS_Lt_Deb_Rief:
ACO: That's what I just discovered, sir, they used a dimensional shift
device to take him off the ship !!

CSO_Ens_Darren:
::in a state of confusion::: XO: Sir I'll try my best sir to look for
him.

CMO_LT_G_Heinlein:
AH: I am after all half Vulcan ::Smiles ::

AENG_Ens_Nick:
::Checks Power status on the ship::

Admiral_Hardnails:
::smiles::

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
FCO: scan the anomaly for a transporter signature or anything like it
that could've been used to remove the captain.

FCO_Ltjg_Alexander:
::scanning for transporter signal::

CSO_Ens_Darren:
Computer: Bring up ship logs of crew member that has left and boarded
the Geneva in the last two weeks.........

CMO_LT_G_Heinlein:
AH: Tell me are you interested in old PC's ?

CAP_Tucker:
@::wonders if his diplomacy needs improvement, results will probably
tell::

CSO_Ens_Darren:
::sees info pop up on science station screen::

Admiral_Hardnails:
Doc: ::raises eyebrow:: as in?

OPS_Lt_Deb_Rief:
Darren: Here, I have that info up already

Admiral_Hardnails:
::interest piqued::

Talarian_CO:
@::returns to tucker's room::

FCO_Ltjg_Alexander:
ACO: Ma'am there is a strange trace signal here, looks like a
transporter, can CSO confirm?

TAC_Rikerson:
::punches some buttons on TAC station::

CMO_LT_G_Heinlein:
AH: I happen to have one here. It is my hobby.

Talarian_CO:
@Tucker: I'm waiting for a response now...... don't worry your crew is
safe......

Admiral_Hardnails:
Doc: hmm...::follows him::

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
CSO: Trish is picking up a transporter signal around the anomaly

Admiral_Hardnails:
Doc: do tell... I used to play around with them.....::sigh:: long ago...

OPS_Lt_Deb_Rief:
::looks at signal. Matches dimensional shift frequency::

CSO_Ens_Darren:
Rie: Well what can say sir your two steps ahead of me ::takes a look at
the Lt's counsel::

CMO_LT_G_Heinlein:
::Walks up to Old Octet Computer , Turns it on ::

TAC_Rikerson:
::punches up the trace signal::

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
CSO: it is an old signal, but see what you can do with it.

CSO_Ens_Darren:
::check anomaly::

OPS_Lt_Deb_Rief:
Darren: no problem, you were off duty, so, I was standing in <G>

CMO_LT_G_Heinlein:
AH: This is a quad OCtet

Talarian_CO:
@Tucker: do you play chess?

Admiral_Hardnails:
Doc: interesting....go on.......

CSO_Ens_Darren:
::smiles:: Rief: Thanks

Admiral_Hardnails:
::rubs stomach absently::

FCO_Ltjg_Alexander:
TAC: Do you confirm my trace?

TAC_Rikerson:
ACO: Sir, although I am not an SCI officer, but I agree with Lt.
Alexander.

CAP_Tucker:
@Talarian: Why yes I do.

CSO_Ens_Darren:
::gets final report from anomaly, Thinking: How can that be?:::

CMO_LT_G_Heinlein:
AH : This has the "Firewire " Chain with 4 256 gig hdds advanced for its
day , I had heard of another working drive, but it got
away before I could get it.

OPS_Lt_Deb_Rief:
Darren: see, I downloaded that shift from the historical logs...same
wave pattern for dimensional shifting........the Talarians got him for sure

Talarian_CO:
@Tucker: How about we play until I get word.

FCO_Ltjg_Alexander:
ACO: How close do you want me to come to the anomaly?

Admiral_Hardnails:
Doc: Impressive....

CAP_Tucker:
@ ::interests rise:: Talarian: Certainly, not very often I get to
indulge in the game.

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
CSO: Someone must've beamed him off the ship as we left the
anomaly...scan for any vessels in the vicinity.

CSO_Ens_Darren:
Rief: No, No, No take a look at my final reading of the transporter
signal?

CMO_LT_G_Heinlein:
AH: Care to take it for a spin?

Admiral_Hardnails:
::smiles wryly:: you sure?

OPS_Lt_Deb_Rief:
::hmmm, I'm not .........::

OPS_Lt_Deb_Rief:
Darren: just what is that?

Talarian_CO:
@Tucker: we play if often.... We like to keep our keen sense of battle
and strategy honed like a fine blade.... :: breaks out chess set::

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
FCO: Let's just hold our position by the border. I don't want a
conflict unless they do have the Captain.

CMO_LT_G_Heinlein:
AH: sure ::Chuckles :: I have everything on backup ...so there is no
real worry

TAC_Rikerson:
::wonders what Rief is talking about::

CAP_Tucker:
@ Talarian: 3D or classic 2D?

Admiral_Hardnails:
Doc: ::chuckles::

CSO_Ens_Darren:
Rief: That type of reading you only get would be around after someone
went back through time........... It's a major temporal
flux.

FCO_Ltjg_Alexander:
::holding position until a decision is made::

Talarian_CO:
@Tucker: 3d of course...... unless you don't know how to play .

Admiral_Hardnails:
::begins to play around with the system::

CMO_LT_G_Heinlein:
AH: It has the first Program from the Nemesis group on it their original
O/S

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
FCO: do you read any vessels in the vicinity of the anomaly?

CSO_Ens_Darren:
Reif: He was beamed during a temporal event.

FCO_Ltjg_Alexander:
ACO: I am getting a ship trace, but it comes and goes.

CAP_Tucker:
@::scoffs: Talarian: One thing the Talarians and the Federation
apparently have in common.

OPS_Lt_Deb_Rief:
Darren: yeah, that's it that's when they transported him. They made it
look like he is trapped in time, but there is a signal
overlaid and that is the way the Captain was scooped up.

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
FCO: follow the trace. It may lead us to the captain.

Admiral_Hardnails:
::raises eyebrow :: i must say.. this little hobby of yours ...very
nice....you have trouble getting anything for it?

FCO_Ltjg_Alexander:
ACO: Aye Ma'am

CMO_LT_G_Heinlein:
AH: Well parts can be rather scarce at times

CSO_Ens_Darren:
Rief: That could be it.

FCO_Ltjg_Alexander:
::changes setting on sensor reading, to follow trace::

ENG_LtCmdr_McDowell:
::enters Engineering for the last time, and proceeds to sit down slowly
at his seat::

Talarian_CO:
@:: moves a pawn::

AENG_Ens_Nick:
::Runs a level 3 Diagnostic on deflector system::

Admiral_Hardnails:
Doc: indeed.... but I may be able to "assist" in obtaining what you
need.........if you're so inclined....why don't you make me a list...?

OPS_Lt_Deb_Rief:
Darren: I stand by my guns. The Talarian's got him ::bobs head::

ENG_LtCmdr_McDowell:
Nick: Any problems today?

CMO_LT_G_Heinlein:
AH: My list I couldn't afford

AENG_Ens_Nick:
McDowell: No, sir

CSO_Ens_Darren:
Reif: What we have to do is to re-create the same even t then go back in
and retrieve the Captain.....

TAC_Rikerson:
::checks weapons status::

CAP_Tucker:
@::ponders::

Admiral_Hardnails:
::chuckles:: Doc: we find the parts ...then worry about price eh?

FCO_Ltjg_Alexander:
::hears the conversation between CSO and OPS::

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
FCO: inform me when we have gotten close enough to the ship for a
message.

CMO_LT_G_Heinlein:
AH: But I have seen an even older machine for sale once ...it even ran
MS Windows on it

OPS_Lt_Deb_Rief:
Darren: I don't understand, he's here in this time, somewhere on a
Talarian vessel......what do you mean?

CAP_Tucker:
@::counters with a classic pawn match move::
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ENG_LtCmdr_McDowell:
::inserts a data chip into the console, and proceeds to download all of
his personal files::

Talarian_CO:
@:: mutters typical Federation move::

FCO_Ltjg_Alexander:
ACO: Closing on the Talarian ship now.

Admiral_Hardnails:
Doc: Windows? My God man... I have not heard of that in ...god.. ages.

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
FCO: open a channel to the Talarian ship.

Admiral_Hardnails:
::looks at the system again in amazement::

AENG_Ens_Nick (Sound -
Diagnostics\@Complete,\@All\@systems\@functioning\@within'\@normal\@paramete
rs.wav):
<computer>: Level 3 Deflector System

FCO_Ltjg_Alexander:
::Opens hailing frequencies:: ACO: Ready Ma'am, channel open

CMO_LT_G_Heinlein:
AH : I have something here in my desk you would love then....:::Opens
drawer and pulls out a Windows NT 3.51 manual :::

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
*TS*: We believe that our captain has been abducted in this sector, do
you know anything about it?

Admiral_Hardnails:
::Laughs :: Doc: where on earth did you find that !?????

CSO_Ens_Darren:
Rief: It's like............don't you remember the theory of Dimensional
off tract by Professor Cunningham......well it's when you
head back in time but enter a different dimension or existence how ever you
want to describe it.

CMO_LT_G_Heinlein:
AH: in a thrift shop of all places ::laughs ::

Talarian_CO:
@:: receives message from bridge:: Tucker: we will continue this later
perhaps. I have business I have to deal with.

Admiral_Hardnails:
::Laughs:: well, I'll be darned....::Looks closer at it::

Talarian_CO:
@::leaves Tucker in room and heads to the bridge:::::

CSO_Ens_Darren:
RIEF: And still be in the same time........

AENG_Ens_Nick:
McDowell: Another Diagnostic checks out Sir ::grins::

OPS_Lt_Deb_Rief:
Darren: Yes, so, hmm, where do you think the Captain is?

CAP_Tucker:
@ Talarian: Backing out so soon? ::smiling:: Please tell whoever is in
charge getting to contact my crew is getting urgent.

ENG_LtCmdr_McDowell:
Nick: Well, after two weeks of non-stop repairs, I would hope it would.
Otherwise, my head is chopped.

CMO_LT_G_Heinlein:
AH: That is the last O/ZS that MS produced that came with a real manual

FCO_Ltjg_Alexander:
ACO: Channel is open ma'am, no response yet.

Talarian_CO:
@::entes bridge::::

CSO_Ens_Darren:
REIF: He still is in this time, but somewhere here in this time.... That
's why I want to re-create the accident

CSO_Ens_Darren:
REIF: Or event....

Admiral_Hardnails:
Doc: ::shakes head:: ::above a whisper:: amazing

OPS_Lt_Deb_Rief:
Darren: Can we scan that ship for humanoids without them knowing it?

Talarian_CO:
@COM: this is the Talarian Capt.. You have entered Talarian space... we
don't want any conflict.

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
FCO: that's a pretty sure bet that they've got Tucker.

FCO_Ltjg_Alexander:
::nods at ACO::

Talarian_CO:
@COMM: If you wish to enter our space please contact the Diplomacy Corps

OPS_Lt_Deb_Rief:
Darren: that's where we differ, I say it wasn't an accident.

CSO_Ens_Darren:
REIF: I know but, it could be or not

FCO_Ltjg_Alexander:
OPS: Do you detect any life sign of the Captain?

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
*TS*: And neither do we. All we would like is the return of our
Captain and we will leave your space immediately.

CMO_LT_G_Heinlein:
AH: They say that that is one reason that others got to take over from
what was then a MS Hedgemony, They forgot that they
needed to support their customers first.

CSO_Ens_Darren:
REIF: WE got to stop talking and act now the Captain could be in danger.

Admiral_Hardnails:
::nods:: indeed Doctor...indeed....

Talarian_CO:
@COMM: Then contact the Diplomacy Corps if you wish to stay in our
Space.

ENG_LtCmdr_McDowell:
Nick: Make sure everything stays at least halfway normal. I need to go
pack up.

AENG_Ens_Nick:
::Nods to McDowell::

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
FCO: ::whispers:: get a lock on the Captain and beam him out of there.

Admiral_Hardnails:
::almost forgets to complete his inspection tour:::

OPS_Lt_Deb_Rief:
Darren: The fact that your theory shows the temporal frequency with an
overlay of dimensional phase shifting carefully hidden
leads me to the fact the Talarians, who use dimensional shifting, have
him....

FCO_Ltjg_Alexander (Sound - transporter.wav):
::fixes transporter lock on Captain:: ACO: Ready, beaming now

ENG_LtCmdr_McDowell:
::enters into his office::

CMO_LT_G_Heinlein:
AH : have you ever heard of a game called Taipei ?

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
FCO: ::whispers:: do we have him?

Admiral_Hardnails:
Doc: I'm not sure

FCO_Ltjg_Alexander:
ACO: We have him, lets get the h.. out of here.

Talarian_CO:
:: punches a few buttons and shields rise::

CMO_LT_G_Heinlein:
AH: Here let me start it for you ::Starts game ::

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
*TS*: We will leave your space then.

Admiral_Hardnails:
::watches::

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
*TS*: thank you for your help.

FCO_Ltjg_Alexander:
::plots course back to SB 245::

FCO_Ltjg_Alexander:
ACO: Warp?

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
FCO: Lets get back to the Starbase. Warp 7

CMO_LT_G_Heinlein:
AH: The object of the game is to remove all the tiles from the board by
matching like tiles

Admiral_Hardnails:
Ahhh.........

ENG_LtCmdr_McDowell:
::gathers all of his PADDs and data chips, and places them into the
bag::

FCO_Ltjg_Alexander (Sound - warp.wav):
::engages at warp 7::

TAC_Rikerson:
::gets up and heads over to TAC station::
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CMO_LT_G_Heinlein:
AH: Seems simple does it not? It isn't really

Admiral_Hardnails:
Doc: ::nods head:: yes...I know..... Have played something much
similar...

OPS_Lt_Deb_Rief:
::well that takes care of that.......::

CSO_Ens_Darren:
REIF: What is your report?

FCO_Ltjg_Alexander:
*CO*: Sir, please report to the bridge.

OPS_Lt_Deb_Rief:
Darren: Well, we have the missing crew, so, that's what's important.....

FCO_Ltjg_Alexander:
ACO: He should be on his way Ma'am.

TAC_Rikerson:
::punches buttons to keep shields intact

CSO_Ens_Darren:
::smiles:: Reif: So did my idea work?

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
FCO: thank you.

CAP_Tucker:
*COMM* Bridge: Report!

Admiral_Hardnails:
::begins playing with unexpected skill::

ENG_LtCmdr_McDowell:
::slumps into his office chair, and places his forehead on his desk::

ACO_Cmdr_Landt:
*CO*: We are on our way back to Starbase 245, sir.

OPS_Lt_Deb_Rief:
::smiles:: Darren: maybe, maybe ::sits at SS2 and checks vessel status::

CMO_LT_G_Heinlein:
::::watches with interest :::

TAC_Rikerson:
::checks the sensors for enemy ships::

CSO_Ens_Darren:
::takes a look at status and does a database update::

Admiral_Hardnails:
::continues playing skillfully::

AENG_Ens_Nick:
::Wonders if McDowell is OK::

XO_Cmdr_Landt:
*AH*: Admiral, we have the captain back and are on our way back to
Starbase 245.

CMO_LT_G_Heinlein:
AH: Pardon me for a few minutes

OPS_Lt_Deb_Rief:
::checks weapons inventory status and tricorder status::

Admiral_Hardnails:
*XO* Acknowledged....ET to Starbase ?

CAP_Tucker:
::arrives on the bridge::

FCO_Ltjg_Alexander:
All: Captain on the bridge.

XO_Cmdr_Landt:
FCO: ETA to Starbase?

ENG_LtCmdr_McDowell:
::sits up again, turns on his terminal, and begins deleting all of his
old programs, and his command codes::

OPS_Lt_Deb_Rief:
::stands:: CO: good to have you back ,Sir!

FCO_Ltjg_Alexander:
XO: ETA 5 hours.

TAC_Rikerson:
::sees the captain enter:: CO: Captain ::nods::

XO_Cmdr_Landt:
*AH*: about 5 hours

FCO_Ltjg_Alexander:
CO: Glad to have you back Sir.

OPS_Lt_Deb_Rief:
::blushes and sits back down, drowning self in data::

XO_Cmdr_Landt:
CO: welcome back sir. ::salutes::

CMO_LT_G_Heinlein:
:::Returns to where AH is seated :::

CSO_Ens_Darren:
::finishes report for Captain, gives report to CO:: CO: Glad to have
you aboard sir....

Admiral_Hardnails:
*CO*::sternly:: When you have a moment Capt., I'd like to have a few
words with you before we get back to Starbase..

CAP_Tucker:
::nods and returns Salute:: Good to be back.

Admiral_Hardnails:
::sighs:: Doc: looks like I got distracted

CMO_LT_G_Heinlein:
AH: Since I can see you are an aficionado of Older PCs , I have a little
something for you.

Admiral_Hardnails:
Doc: oh?

XO_Cmdr_Landt:
::sits down in XO's chair::

FCO_Ltjg_Alexander:
::thinks its great to have all the crew where they should be::

CMO_LT_G_Heinlein:
::Hands Him an Old Laptop :: Ah : I am afraid I don't have the software
for this but it works otherwise.

OPS_Lt_Deb_Rief:
::checks power allocation figures......normal parameters........::

Admiral_Hardnails:
Doc: why thank you........I believe I know where i can lay my hands on
those particular items...

CMO_LT_G_Heinlein:
AH: And if you hear of anything I can use let me know, OK?

AENG_Ens_Nick:
::Admire the warp core::

Admiral_Hardnails:
Doc: you got it...

Admiral_Hardnails:
::extends his hand::

CMO_LT_G_Heinlein:
::Shakes Admiral's Hand ::

Admiral_Hardnails:
Doc: it's been a real pleasure

FCO_Ltjg_Alexander:
CO: Any orders Sir?

OPS_Lt_Deb_Rief:
::runs a sweep of computer core, deleting all temp files::

CMO_LT_G_Heinlein:
AH : Perhaps we should start a PC Club in the fleet ?

CSO_Ens_Darren:
::finishes Diagnostic, and finishes system update::

CAP_Tucker:
FCO: refer the Landt, I have to meet with the Admiral

Admiral_Hardnails:
Doc: ::whispers: I'll let you in on a little secret Doc..

ENG_LtCmdr_McDowell:
::exits the office, now bare:: Have a nice day, Ensign. ::heads off to
the Shuttle Bay, to power up the Corona::

CAP_Tucker:
Landt: You have the bridge again Commander.

FCO_Ltjg_Alexander:
CO: Aye Sir. XO: Any orders?

XO_Cmdr_Landt:
CO: aye sir.

CMO_LT_G_Heinlein:
AH: Admiral?

AENG_Ens_Nick:
::Waves to McDowell::

CAP_Tucker:
*Admiral*: Of course Admiral, I'll come to you, your location?

Admiral_Hardnails:
::reaches in his pocket and pulls out a card:: ::hands it to him and
smirks::

XO_Cmdr_Landt:
FCO: as they used to say on earth, keep on trucking to the Starbase.

CMO_LT_G_Heinlein:
::takes card ::

CSO_Ens_Darren:
::feels science counsel for the last time:: Myself: Well this will be
the last mission I se ya again....

Bob_AGM:
=/\==/\==/\=END MISSION=/\==/\==/\=
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